
Introduction: Look at the board that you have prepared. and talk about it. Tell your child: It is late autumn in the 
woods. Nearly all the leaves have fallen off the trees, the sky is overcast and there’s a strong wind blowing (make 
whistling and howling noises to imitate the wind). Point to the grey ovals in the picture. Explain: Heavy grey clouds are 
forming and, at any moment now, it will start to rain. All the children who are playing outside have to rush indoors 
before the rain starts. Lift up and move some of the grey ovals to make grey clouds appear in different places in the sky. 
Make one of the grey clouds cover the sun again, and tell your child:  The clouds are blocking the sunlight.

Bringing the story to life: Tell the story of ‘The Rainstorm’, and use your instrument to set a rhythm and to imitate the 
sounds of the story – at first slowly and quietly to imitate the sound of the first slow drops of rain, then steadily 
increasing in speed and volume to imitate the rain drumming harder, before letting the sound die away as the 
rainstorm ends. Ask your child to join in by clapping or drumming on the floor, for example, or with another percussion 
instrument, and to copy your rhythm and sounds:

First grey clouds fill the sky, then the first drops of rain begin to fall. Pitter patter, the raindrops fall on the forest floor, 
and now the rain begins to fall faster, faster and faster, until its pouring down, making a very loud noise, until suddenly 
it starts to slow down again, slower and slower, until its only spitting. It’s stopped. The rainstorm is over. 

Transforming the picture: Then ask your child to help you to create the rainstorm story on the picture. Repeat the 
story of ‘The Rainstorm’ slowly while placing raindrops (the small blue circles) on the picture (see image on the left). 
Place some raindrops slowly and deliberately at first, then put some on faster to imitate the rain falling faster.

Then tell your child: Now the rain is slowing down – it’s only spitting. Have them put the raindrops on slowly again. Now 
it’s stopping. And now it has stopped: completely! As you say this, start to gather up the raindrops (small blue circles). 
Ask your child to help you gather up the raindrops to show that the rain has stopped, and put them in puddles around 
the base of the trees (as in the image top right). 

Ask them what colour they think the clouds would be now, and then ask them to change the grey clouds for white 
ones. Then tell your child: The sun is shining once more and all the children can go out to play again! Ask them to bring 
out the sun from behind the clouds. 

End the session by singing a suitable action song or poem, such as ‘Incy Wincy Spider’. 

FROM YOUR FELT PACK:

 ‘The Rainstorm’ set up 
beforehand: The grey 
background felt, some grey 
ovals for clouds, trees from 
brown rectangles with 
some small orange ovals for 
autumn leaves and a 
hidden yellow sun (as in the 
image below, but without 
the raindrops).

 For your child: Small blue 
circles for raindrops and 
large white ovals for clouds.

 A drum, shaker, tambourine 
or other percussion 
instrument (or just 
clap/stamp instead)

10–15 minutes

IT’S RAINING, IT’S POURING

Your child can switch quickly from one activity to another (from rhythmic drumming to modelling, 
from modelling to singing).
Your child knows what the blue circles and grey/white ovals represent, and how/where to use them.
Your child can use sound and visual images to represent the story of a rainstorm (a sequence of 
transformations).

To develop curiosity and creativity
To complete and transform a representation of rainfall
To use a given procedure to add additional features (rain) 
To understand about seasons
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